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When Magizoologist Newt Scamander arrives in New York, he intends his stay to be just a brief

stopover. However, when his magical case is misplaced and some of Newt's fantastic beasts

escape, it spells trouble for everyone...Inspired by the original Hogwartâ€™s textbook by Newt

Scamander, Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them: The Original screenplay marks the

screenwriting debut of J.K. Rowling, author of the beloved and internationally bestselling Harry

Potter books. A feat of imagination and featuring a cast of remarkable characters and magical

creatures, this is epic adventure-packed storytelling at its very best. Whether an existing fan or new

to the wizarding world, this is a perfect addition for any film lover or readerâ€™s bookshelf.The film

Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them had its theatrical release on 18th November 2016.
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I've never read a book in screenplay format before, I steered clear of HP and the Cursed Child for

that very reason. For Potterheads worried that Fantastic Beasts will be another Harry Potter fan

fiction that messes with your view of the original characters, fear not. Fantastic Beasts occurs

decades before little Harry was born, and involves very different themes. While the original HP



series revolved around one hero and his fight against the all powerful You Know Who, Fantastic

Beasts seemed more lighthearted without being childish.This particular cast of characters was a

pleasure to get to know. I loved seeing Muggles other than the Dursleys in the wizarding world.

There's Newt Scamander, a magic zoologist, dorky and loveable. There's Jacob Kowalski, a

bumbling Muggle caught up in the mess, learning about the magical world as we do. And then there

are Tina and Queenie, beautiful, talented, charming and kindhearted sisters, stuck in menial

positions in the wizarding world and wanting more.This screenplay is wonderful because we get to

visit the rich detailed wizarding world again. It was wonderful to see the magical creatures Harry

learned about on the written page again. It was wonderful feeling that sense of anticipation opening

a new Rowling novel again knowing you won't be able to do anything but read for the next 8 hours.

The play was fun, witty, and just brilliant. The hardcover copy is beautiful and will go well with my

hardcover copies of the original HP series. I would definitely recommend this book to new HP

readers and Potterheads alike.

I did not read this until after I had seen the movie, so I had the visuals playing in my head as I read,

down to Newt's awkward lovability and Jacob's wonder. Even without seeing the movie first, though,

this screenplay gives you enough story to be able to appreciate the dangers of this new Wizarding

world.

Once again Ms. Rowling delivers a fantastical world within our own. I can't wait to see it on the big

screen! Thank you Ms. Rowling! Keep our Harry Potter dreams alive!!!!

There's no denying how magical this is as much as the Harry Potter novels. In whatever form, this

world created by JK Rowling will always be amazing. I can't wait for the rest of it!

Such great imagination! So many great surprises. Not sure I am a big fan of the screenplay

approach as I loved the novels of Harry Potter.Looking forward to seeing the movie!

This is how you start a new series! I had low expectations due to the Cursed Child but this one is

awesome! Keep them coming please!

Yes, it's a screen play, but just a few pages in and already laughing at the amazing wit JK Rowling

brings us. Another gem to add to the collection!



This is a beautifully published hardback on very nice matte paper with wonderful whimsical line

drawings throughout the book. The blue and gold embossed dust jacket is a work of art in itself. For

anyone who loves books, this book is a keeper. Since this is a screenplay lacking the usual details

found in books of fiction, for a complete reading experience it's good to follow 's recommendation

below to buy two other inexpensive books along with this book in order to fully understand the

movie:Character Guide (Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them) andMagical Movie Handbook

(Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them)
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